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Long-term forecast

- jf the harvest of rowan-tree si high, there’s 
going to be cruel frosts during the winter
- if there’s a lot of acorns, a warm winter will 
come
- if there’s lots of anthills during the autumn the 
more colder winter will come
- if there’s a lot of nuts, butyou can'tfind any 
mushroom it means that in winter will be a lot of 
snow and strong frosts are coming
- the reach harvest of strawberries portends 
cold winter
- if birch during the autumn is yellow from the 
top, it seems that spring will come early
- if birch during the autumn is yellow from below, 
it seems that spring will come late



Good weather:

- balm-crickets chirp loudly
- mountains and hills seem to be far away
- frogs croak
- you can see lizards in swarms
- bugs lively fly
- the smoke is rising straight to the sky
- the fog is falling down into the ground
- when the crow flies alone
- when iťs in the evening clear, cloudless 
sky
- birds are singing happily



- insects and houseflies are swarminspider is making 
cobweb
- when the sky is red in the morning/ evening
- a lot of dew
- bats are constantly flying
- butterflies are sitting on the trees
- when iťs lightning in the evening, but you can't hear 
the thunder
- the tops of hills clearly shine after the sundown
- the northern/ southeast wind is blowing
- swallows are flying highly in the air



Worse and rainy weather:

- the fog is rising from the woods
- mountains and hills are sublimely near
- insects are very nuisance and bite like 
delirious
- in the evening the sky is light yellow or 
deep red
- the smoke goes to the ground
- snails and earthworms appear



- fish jump above the surface
- no dew or a really little dew
- south/ west/ northeast wind
- swallows are flying very low
- sunrise is pále or red, bloody
- you can hear belľs and whistle's 
sounds even from afar
- dandelion and field bindweed close 
their flowers


